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In the intelligent era of human-computer symbiosis, the use of machine learning method for covert communication confrontation
has become a hot topic of network security. The existing covert communication technology focuses on the statistical abnormality of
traffic behavior and does not consider the sensory abnormality of security censors, so it faces the core problem of lack of cognitive
ability. In order to further improve the concealment of communication, a game method of “cognitive deception” is proposed, which
is aimed at eliminating the anomaly of traffic in both behavioral and cognitive dimensions. Accordingly, a Wasserstein Generative
Adversarial Network of Covert Channel (WCCGAN) model is established. The model uses the constraint sampling of cognitive
priors to construct the constraint mechanism of “functional equivalence” and “cognitive equivalence” and is trained by a
dynamic strategy updating learning algorithm. Among them, the generative module adopts joint expression learning which
integrates network protocol knowledge to improve the expressiveness and discriminability of traffic cognitive features. The
equivalent module guides the discriminant module to learn the pragmatic relevance features through the activity loss function of
traffic and the application loss function of protocol for end-to-end training. The experimental results show that WCCGAN can
directly synthesize traffic with comprehensive concealment ability, and its behavior concealment and cognitive deception are as
high as 86.2% and 96.7%, respectively. Moreover, the model has good convergence and generalization ability and does not
depend on specific assumptions and specific covert algorithms, which realizes a new paradigm of cognitive game in covert
communication.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of traffic camouflage, channel invisi-
bility, and other means of covert communication has become
a hot spot of network countermeasures. Network covert com-
munication refers to the violation of communication restric-
tion rules in the network environment [1, 2], which makes
some network resources in the network protocol that are
not used for communication have the ability to transfer
information [3], so as to avoid review and supervision. The
existing network covert communication is based on the pris-
oner’s dilemma model in narrow sense, and the related
research can be divided into three aspects, namely, symbol

design [4, 5], channel coding [6–8], and channel optimiza-
tion [9]. These researches focus on the behavior concealment
at the traffic level. In principle, it is the abnormal use of com-
munication protocol; that is, the protocol behavior (semantic
plane) does not match the application content (pragmatic
plane). As a result, the covert channel not only has statistical
abnormalities in the traffic behavior but also causes cognitive
abnormalities in the sense of security censors. Therefore, it is
difficult to resist the content-based protocol restoration
review. With human being as an element added to the
security detection model of human-computer symbiosis,
the existing network covert communication shows the
following disadvantages:
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(1) At the model level, the traditional covert communi-
cation only focuses on the machine detection rules,
without the cognitive modeling of human sensory
abnormalities, which is difficult to resist the cognitive
review of “human in the system.” This is a blank in
the model of covert communication

(2) At the algorithm level, the information carrying of tra-
ditional covert communication is the explicit interven-
tion and modulation of symbols, so it is necessary to
write a fixed covert algorithm, which leads to poor
diversity of covert channel and weak antianalysis ability

(3) At the application level, traditional covert communi-
cation destroys the normal use of protocol, resulting
in abnormal protocol resolution at the legitimate
receiver. The anomaly is a principle anomaly, which
is difficult to eliminate

In recent years, machine learning has made great prog-
ress, especially in the Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN), which shows strong ability in image synthesis, traffic
processing, content reconstruction, cross modal generation,
and other fields [10–13]. By combining GAN with covert
communication, it is possible to automatically generate new
covert traffic and eliminate both behavioral and cognitive
anomalies. Based on this, this paper focuses on the new par-
adigm of cognitive game in the context of human-computer
symbiosis, brings cognitive elements into the traditional pris-
oner model, and proposes a new covert traffic generation
model, which can automatically synthesize traffic with covert
functional equivalence and protocol cognitive equivalence.
The contributions of this paper are outlined as the following:

(1) The paper proposes a “cognitive deception” method,
improves the narrow-sense prisoner model, estab-
lishes a cognitive game framework of covert confron-
tation, and realizes a new paradigm of covert
communication game

(2) In this paper, a Wasserstein Generative Adversarial
Network of Covert Channel (WCCGAN) model is
proposed. By defining the activity loss function of traf-
fic and the application loss function of protocol, the
cognitive equivalentmechanism is established to effec-
tively constrain the prediction space of the model, and
the adaptive generation of covert traffic is realized

(3) This paper proposes a dynamic strategy updating
learning algorithm. Dynamic batch size (DBS) and
dynamic parameter update (DPU) are used to
improve the utilization rate of traffic samples and
the convergence performance of the model

(4) Through experiments, the paper verifies the existence
and effectiveness of cognitive deception traffic. It pro-
vides a new way to explore the new concept of covert
communication

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the related work. In Section 3, the detailed princi-

ple and technical path of this method are introduced. Exper-
imental evaluation is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
presents some conclusions and discusses future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Covert Communication and Its Game Method. Covert
communication can be divided into storage type and time
type, which are usually based on first-order morphological
parameters and second-order statistical characteristics [14–
17]. The covert storage channel [18, 19] takes the object of
the protocol as a symbol to transmit covert information, such
as unused or reserved elements in data packets, data frames,
and data segments. The covert timing channel [20] abstracts
the time-domain statistical characteristics into symbols to
transmit covert information, such as the interval time of pro-
tocol data units or protocol instructions [21] or the sequen-
tial coding of data packets [22]. Traditional covert
communication mainly includes symbol design and channel
mode design. The existing channel modes of covert commu-
nication mainly include technologies such as Microprotocol,
Dynamic routing, Multiprotocol transmission, Statistical
coding, Link frequency hopping, and other technologies
[23]. Network symbol is not only the basic signal unit to carry
the covert information but also the metapoint against the
game between the two sides. Traditional covert symbols
include network resource carriers, carrier features, and fea-
ture patterns. For the first-order parameter symbols based
on physical form, there are mainly seven patterns, such as
Size Modulation Pattern, Sequence Pattern, Add Redun-
dancy Pattern, PDU Corruption/Loss Pattern, Random
Value Pattern, Value Modulation Pattern, and Reserved/U-
nused Pattern [24, 25]. For the second-order statistical prob-
ability distribution symbols based on attribute regularity,
there are mainly four patterns: Interarrival Time Pattern,
Rate Pattern, PDU Order Pattern, and Retransmission
Pattern [26].

The traditional game method of covert communication is
machine-oriented rule deception or pattern deception [23],
which is limited to the narrow-sense prisoner model. Con-
strained by the data space, the traditional covert communica-
tion algorithm is reduced to the conditional distribution of
some kind or several kinds of data, so its symbol is first-
order or second-order in mathematical sense. As shown in
Table 1, different symbol vectors have different paradigms
and abilities to express information. From the perspective
of information theory, the degree of freedom of covert sym-
bol vector to express information has multiscale, hierarchical,
and structured attributes in cognitive space. Covert commu-
nication can carry out feature game, statistical game, pattern
game, and even cognitive game in the three dimensions of
grammar, semantics, and pragmatics. Traditional covert
communication only focuses on the concealment of machine
rules and only plays games on the grammatical and semantic
levels. Due to the lack of consideration of the pragmatic
information of traffic, there are cognitive defects. It is just like
the physical disguise of a man disguised as a woman. There is
no conversion in physiology, so there is a loophole in
principle.
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Therefore, in essence, the traditional covert communica-
tion methods are the invasion, parasitization, and multiplex-
ing of existing protocols and public channels. From the
behavior point of view, the information expression is the
explicit intervention and modulation of the code element.
The code element has changed in essence, and there is a sta-
tistical offset, so it is inevitable to be accompanied by statisti-
cal traces. In terms of content, the protocol session has lost its
normal application, which is manifested in that it cannot be
opened by normal application (such as browser), or it cannot
be decoded and restored by normal protocol analysis soft-
ware, or the restored content cannot be read manually. For
the machine, the symbol vector which can represent the
problem space is used for training and reasoning, so the sym-
bol feature space contains cognition. For human beings,
whether the symbol is data, language, or application, its
essence is cognition. Therefore, covert communication
needs to expand from machine-oriented rule deception to
human-computer symbiotic cognitive deception. High
dimensional game based on cognitive symbol can eliminate
the cognitive mismatch between semantic plane and
pragmatic plane in principle, which is the key to improve
concealment fundamentally.

2.2. GAN and Its Application in Traffic Processing. In recent
years, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) has shown
strong ability in many application fields [27–30] and has also
made a lot of achievements in the field of traffic transforma-
tion and traffic synthesis. GAN is a kind of generative model
[31], which learns data distribution and synthesizes sample
data from distribution. GAN maps the generative modeling
to a game between two networks, namely, generator and dis-
criminator. The generator is used to generate synthetic data
of given noise variables, and the function of discriminator
is to distinguish whether the sample data is real data. Gener-
ally, both generator and discriminator adopt feedforward
neural network. Through game learning and closed-loop
feedback regulation mechanism, the model itself is continu-
ously optimized in the training process until they reach Nash
equilibrium.

In the field of traffic transformation, Oh et al. [32] used
GAN to transform traffic characteristics, which significantly
improved the anonymity of traffic. McPherson [33] trans-
formed one kind of traffic into another, embedded in the
deep coupling of streaming media, and built an encryption
tunnel to transfer sensitive information. Xu [34] used popu-
lar encrypted online services to transmit censored content
and used YouTube live streaming to build covert channels.
On this basis, Hu [35] further confused encrypted traffic by
changing the statistical characteristics of traffic. Rigaki [10]
focuses on white box malware and uses GAN to transform

malicious traffic into normal traffic before communication,
which leading the covert channel to adaptive malware and
adaptive IPS. In 2019, Ring [13] proposed a new flow-
GAN technology, whose core idea is to automatically
extract the characteristics of the target network flow and
then convert the source stream (or review flow) into the
target flow (or allowed flow). It makes the generated flow
indistinguishable from the target flow, so as to achieve the
purpose of privacy protection and review avoidance. In
addition, GAN is developing to a more dynamic adaptive
flow camouflage direction by combining with other super-
vised learning methods [36–39].

In the field of traffic synthesis, it has been successful to
generate adversarial traffic samples automatically by using
known data patterns. Lin [11] used GAN to automatically
build a variety of malicious attack traffic samples to enhance
the robustness of security software. Chen [40] used GAN to
generate malicious domain name data automatically. Yan
et al. [12] used GAN to synthesize DoS attack automatically
and disguised DoS network traffic as normal network traffic
to defeat the existing NIDS system. In 2019, Pan et al. [41]
proposed a new model based on the GAN, which realized
the generation of adversary traffic samples directly using
malicious network flows as the original samples. The gener-
ated adversary samples can not only effectively cheat black
box IDS based on deep learning but also retain the activity
and aggressiveness of malicious network traffic. Cheng et al.
[42] proposed PAC-GAN, which is able to generate traffic
that can be successfully transmitted through the internet to
elicit desired responses from the network. Shahid et al. [43]
combined auto-encoder with GAN to generate packet size
sequence corresponding to bidirectional flow. The synthetic
two-way flow is close enough to the real two-way flow to
cheat the anomaly detector and mark it as legitimate.

The above research has solved the expression of the non-
linear complex relationship between channel traffic input
and output, which has a certain reference significance for
the synthesis of cognitive covert traffic. However, the existing
research is to use GAN to modify malicious traffic features
into normal traffic features. Although to a certain extent, it
has achieved the concealment against machine statistical
detection rules, there are some defects in the application
level. That is, in terms of cognition, it is still the abnormal
use of communication protocol, which leads to the mismatch
between protocol behavior and application content. For
example, the browser cannot open HTTP covert stream, the
mail client cannot open SMTP or POP3 covert stream, and
so on. This can trigger the security common sense alarm of
the reviewers, which can not effectively resist the
application-based cognitive review. Therefore, in the context
of human-computer symbiosis, it is urgent to model the

Table 1: Symbol vector and information modulation from the perspective of information hierarchy.

Information type Covert carrier Symbol vector Information modulation mode

Syntax (feature class) Packet Specific protocol domain Morphological parameters

Semantic (statistical) Conversation group Packet interval, packet sequence Statistical rules

Pragmatic (pattern) Data flow Flow behavior, application Pattern classification
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safety common sense and cognition of censors, so as to
improve the nonlinear expression ability of GAN on cogni-
tive characteristics.

3. Our Method

3.1. Cognitive Game Model of Covert Communication. Tradi-
tional covert communication in different computing envi-
ronments is limited to the narrow-sense prisoner model
[44–47]. By introducing cognitive elements in the context
of human-computer symbiosis, this paper extends the
narrow-sense prisoner model and establishes a generalized
prisoner model of covert communication game. As shown
in Figure 1, Alice and Bob communicate with each other
using two networked computers. In order to confront
Wendy’s monitoring, limiting, and restoring of traffic, Alice
and Bob embed covert channel in the overt channel which
looks normal, and encode, decode, decrypt, or authenticate
the covert information by sharing secret information. Covert
communication depends not only on traffic behavior and sta-
tistical information but also on cognitive reasoning of high-
level common sense knowledge. In order to enhance the
intensity of concealment, “Wendy” is promoted to an agent
with Turing significance, which has both data driven
machine rules and common sense driven cognitive review.
Therefore, concealment can be defined as a kind of informa-
tion and its transmission mechanism with both rule decep-
tion and cognitive deception in a certain space-time range.
The significance of cognitive game model based on general-
ized prisoner’s dilemma lies in two aspects. One is that cogni-
tion is calculation. The cognitive level of human to the
security world determines the way and intensity of covert
confrontation. On the other hand, the symbol vector in cog-
nitive space has high-order dynamic generalization, and the
covert state space can not be closed due to dimension disas-
ter, which makes the detection model of human-machine
symbiosis, Wendy, decay or fail. The above two aspects
fundamentally establish the paradigm and underlying logic
of high-order game of covert communication.

3.2. WCCGAN Model. In order to generate cognitive covert
traffic, this paper proposes a Wasserstein Generative Adver-
sarial Network of Covert Channel (WCCGAN). The core of
the model is to establish a cognitive equivalent mechanism.
The cognitive loss function is defined from two dimensions
of traffic behavior and protocol application to simulate
human’s common sense cognition of covert communication.
Through the union expression learning of machine rules and
covert cognition, the prediction space of the model is
constrained, and the traffic with cognitive covert ability is
generated automatically.

As shown in Figure 2, the WCCGAN model is divided
into three modules: generation module, equivalent module,
and discrimination module. The generation module trains a
high-quality cognitive covert traffic generator, which takes
the legitimate application traffic as prior knowledge to
improve the expressiveness and discriminability of features.
The equivalent module establishes constraint sampling from
two dimensions of “functional equivalence” and “cognitive

equivalence.” Among them, the functional equivalent is a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier for detecting covert
channels, and the cognitive equivalent is a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier for judging the validity of protocol
application. The two equivalent devices extract the covert
and cognitive features of traffic and give the discrimination
results and label the extracted features and then guide the
model to learn the pragmatics association features. Synthetic
labels are used to train discriminator to approach the detec-
tion ability of equivalent module, that is, to identify whether
the generated confrontational traffic samples have the ability
of both behavior concealment and cognitive deception at the
same time. In order to enhance the convergence and general-
ization ability of the model, the three modules are trained
end-to-end through a dynamic strategy updating learning
algorithm. WCCGAN can automatically generate new covert
traffic which can meet both functional equivalence and cog-
nitive equivalence without relying on specific assumptions
and specific concealment algorithms.

3.2.1. Generation Module Integrating Prior Knowledge. The
generation model takes the legitimate application traffic as
prior knowledge, which is composed of the generator and
its input vector set. According to the learned covert features
and cognitive features, the model dynamically changes the
ongoing conversation flow to generate confrontational covert
traffic. In order to improve the ability to express cognitive
features of legitimate applications, the model is no longer
only based on random noise. Instead, the normal application
traffic of the normal protocol is taken as a part of the input
elements to guide the generation model to obtain more cog-
nitive prior distribution during training, so as to improve the
convergence speed of the model. Therefore, the loss function
of the generation model is improved, and the normal flow is
introduced to optimize the parameters of the generation
model. The algorithm process of generating model is as
follows:

Firstly, the normal traffic samples are extracted, con-
verted, and normalized, and the expression of normal traffic
and protocol application is vectorized.

Secondly, constrained sampling is performed based on
reverse derivation. The mapping relationship between the
driver noise and the category information of the generator
is established. By defining a loss evaluation standard and
updating strategy, the cost loss of feature information extrac-
tion is minimized by means of reverse derivation. The loss
function is defined as shown in equation (1):

G Loss = EM~ NFð Þ,ND G M,Nð Þð Þ, ð1Þ

where NF is the normal flow of the input generator, N is the
noise,D is the discriminator, andG is the generator. The nor-
mal flow NF and noise N are superimposed, and the adver-
sary flow GðM,NÞ is generated by the generator. GðM,NÞ
enters the discriminator for discriminating operation DðGð
M,NÞÞ, and finally, the generator loss value G Loss is
obtained to optimize the generator parameters.

Then, the traffic with normal application information is
taken as the constraint condition, and the constraint
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sampling is carried out by the training generator. The process
of generating traffic not only realizes traffic activity but also
realizes the embedding of cognitive prior information.

3.2.2. Equivalent Mechanism for Human Machine Symbiosis.
In order to learn the covert ability of the channel and the cog-
nitive ability of the legitimate application of the protocol at
the same time, WCCGAN model constructs a specific equiv-
alent mechanism. In the GAN game learning model, classify-
ing and marking the output of the generator helps to improve
the directional convergence ability of the model [48, 49].
Inspired by this, the equivalent model performs joint expres-
sion learning through the activity loss function of the flow
and the application loss function of the protocol. Based on
the covert and cognitive features of the generated traffic, the
equivalent module is trained and two-classified labeled by
two equivalent devices. Different from the traditional model,
the goal ofWCCGAN training is not to avoid the detection of
equivalent. On the contrary, the detection rate of the two
equivalents is used to judge the ability and effect of the gen-
erator to generate adversary covert traffic. The functional
equivalent and cognitive equivalent are, respectively, com-
posed of two classifiers based on support vector machine
SVM. The working principle is shown in Figure 3.

The input of the functional equivalent is the covert chan-
nel data set, which is trained based on the covert feature vec-
tor to judge whether the generated traffic samples have covert
ability. The cognitive equivalent works on the legitimate
application traffic data set and is trained based on the cogni-
tive feature vector to detect whether the generated traffic
samples have the cognitive ability of legitimate application
of normal protocol. The equivalent module plays the role of
conditional constraint in the process of model training, and
its Bayesian reasoning process based on conditional proba-
bility is shown in formula (2).

P S ∣ FE&CEð Þ = P Sð Þ × P FE&CE ∣ Sð Þ
P FE&CEð Þ : ð2Þ

In the formula, PðS ∣ FE&CEÞ represents the probability
that the characteristics of generated traffic samples are the
same as those of covert traffic and normal application traffic
when both the covert characteristics of traffic and cognitive
characteristics of protocol are satisfied. FE&CE is the charac-
teristics of the original covert traffic and the normal applica-
tion traffic, respectively, and Sis the characteristics of the
generated traffic samples. PðSÞ is the prior probability, which
depends on the initial weight of the equivalent module.

Alice

Wendy
(human-computer symbiosis)

Bob

Covert channel Shared hidden information

Overt channel Mixed channel
(Changed)

mixed channel Overt channel

Covert channel

Machine rules

Cognitive review

 

Figure 1: Cognitive game model of covert communication in the context of human-computer symbiosis.
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Figure 2: Framework of WCCGAN.
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PðFE&CE ∣ SÞ is the probability of generating traffic samples
with covert characteristics and normal application character-
istics. By comparing PðS ∣ FE&CEÞ with the threshold, the
equivalent module network can label the generated traffic
with a classification label and pass it to the discriminant
module. The discriminant module optimizes its own param-
eters to learn and approach the classification ability of the
equivalent module.

3.2.3. Discriminant Logic Coupling. Two equivalences pro-
vide knowledge for the training of discrimination module.
The discriminant module is composed of discriminant net-
work, which function is to discriminate the generated adver-
sary traffic samples, covert traffic, and normal application
traffic labeled by the equivalent module and calculate the loss
value to feed back to the generator, so that the traffic gener-
ated by the generator can meet the classification require-
ments of functional equivalence and cognitive equivalence
at the same time. The traditional WGAN model only calcu-
lates the Wasserstein distance between the real samples and
the generated samples. In order to quantitatively express
the constraint capability of WCCGAN equivalent module,
an improved discriminator loss function is proposed, as
shown in formula (3).

D loss = λE
x
Λ~p xΛ

∇ x
Λ
D x

Λ
� �����

���� − 1
� �2

" #

+ Ex~ FE&CEð ÞD xð Þ − Ex~ CFð ÞD xð Þ,
ð3Þ

where CF is the sample of covert traffic data set. FE&CE is the
generated traffic that satisfies both cognitive equivalence and
functional equivalence, which is labeled as “True” by two
equivalents. The discriminating module logically couples
the labels given by the two equivalents and outputs the cate-
gory information for the traffic of different label combina-
tions. According to the classification result of the
discriminator and the labeling result of the equivalent mod-
ule, the deviation value of the generator is calculated. Fur-
thermore, the gradient penalty (the first part of formula
(3)) is used to update the generator parameters to improve
the convergence rate and stability of the model.

3.3. Dynamic Strategy Updating Learning Algorithm.WGAN
has a gradient penalty mechanism [49]. In order to improve
the sparse problem of experimental samples and enhance

the convergence and generalization of the model, this paper
proposes a dynamic strategy updating learning algorithm.
The algorithm combines dynamic batch size (DBS) and
dynamic parameter update (DPU) to improve the model
performance.

3.3.1. Improved DBS Method. There is a problem of sparse
samples in the research of covert communication. One feasi-
ble way is to improve the availability and utilization of exist-
ing data samples. In traditional GAN training, every time the
generator generates a sample, the discriminator discrimi-
nates it and obtains a corresponding loss value according to
the loss function [50]. WCCGAN model is no longer fixed
batch size value but uses an improved DBS method for model
training, as shown in formulas (4) and (5).

WD=D Real loss −D Fake loss, ð4Þ

DWD =
∣WDN −WDP ∣

∣WDP ∣
: ð5Þ

In the formula, WDP and WDN are the Wasserstein dis-
tance of the last training and the Wasserstein distance of the
current training, respectively. D Re al loss and D Fake loss
are the loss value of the discriminator. DWD is the Wasser-
stein distance change rate, and λ is the update threshold set
by DBS. When DWD < λ, try to increase the batch size value
to 2n+1 in the next training. After increasing the batch size
to 2n+1, if DWD > λ at the end of training, the batch size value
will be retained. If DWD < λ at the end of training, the batch
size value will be reduced to 2n−1 or increased to 2n+2. At this
time, the larger value of DWD is selected, and the correspond-
ing batch size value is retained for the next training.

3.3.2. Improved DPU Method. Equivalent mechanism brings
delay and technical complexity to model training. The tradi-
tional training method adopts the updating strategy with
fixed parameters, which will affect the convergence of the
model [51]. For example, the generator parameter update is
performed every five discriminator parameter updates. In
order to solve the influence of adding equivalent mechanism
on the convergence performance of the model, WCCGAN
adopts an improved DPU method to train, as shown in for-
mulas (6)–(9).

Cg= logL
N
g − logL

P
g , ð6Þ

SVM
(functional/cognitive)

Flow set
(covert/cognition)

Training

Covert/cognition
flow Testing

True

False
Labeling

Equivalent diagram 

Figure 3: Working principle diagram of equivalent.
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Cd = logL
N
d − logL

P
d , ð7Þ

θNg = θPg + α · RMSProp △θg
� �

, ð8Þ

θNd = θPd + α · RMSProp △θdð Þ: ð9Þ
In the formula, Cg and Cd represent the loss change rate

of generator and discriminator, respectively. LPg and L
P
d repre-

sent the generator loss and discriminator loss of the previous
iteration, respectively. LNg and LNd represent the generator loss

and discriminator loss of the current iteration, respectively.
θNg and θNd represent the generator network parameters and
discriminator network parameters of the current iteration,
respectively. Δθd and Δθg represent the variable discrimina-
tor parameters and the variable generator parameters,
respectively. And, α is the learning rate. When Cd > Cg, the
change rate of the loss value of the discriminator function is
bigger; the RMSProp optimizer should be used to update
the parameters of the generator, while the parameters of the
discriminator network remain unchanged; when Cd < Cg,

• parameters: learning rate (α) =0.01; alpha(γ) =0.99; batch size (m); change threshold(λ) =1.5;
• require: generator parameters (θg); discriminator parameters (θd); generator loss change rate (Cg); discriminator loss change rate(Cd

); Wasserstein Distance change rate(DWD); Wasserstein Distance(WD); Functional Equivalent(FE); Cognitive Equivalent(CE);
1: while θg has not converged do
2: For I = 1,….,m Do
3: Covert traffic data x ~ CF
4: Noise sample z ~UðzÞ ; Interpolation sampling of samples x⟵Gðθgðz + xÞÞ
5: L = Ex̂~ðFE&CEÞDðxÞ − Ex~ðCFÞDðxÞ + Ex̂~pðx̂Þ½ðk∇xDðxÞk − 1Þ�2
6: WD =Dðθdðx̂ÞÞ −DðθdðxÞÞ
7: If Cg > Cd Then // dynamic parameter update strategies
8: θd = α · RMSProp (γ,Δθd)
9: Else
10: θg = α · RMSProp (γ,Δθg)
11: end
12: If DWD < λ
13: m1 =m ⋅ 2
14: Else if DWD1 < λ Then
15: m2 =m ⋅ 2−1
16: Else if DWD2 < λ Then
17: Flag =DWD2 −DWD1
18: End for
19: If Flag ≥ 0
20: m =m2
21: Else m =m1
22: End while

Algorithm 1: WCCGAN, our proposed algorithm.

Table 2: Feature vector table of covert DOH data set.

Parameter Feature Parameter Feature

F1 Number of flow bytes sent F15 Mode packet time

F2 Rate of flow bytes sent F16 Variance of packet time

F3 Number of flow bytes received F17 Standard deviation of packet time

F4 Rate of flow bytes received F18 Coefficient of variation of packet time

F5 Mean packet length F19 Skew from median packet time

F6 Median packet length F20 Skew from mode packet time

F7 Mode packet length F21 Mean request/response time difference

F8 Variance of packet length F22 Median request/response time difference

F9 Standard deviation of packet length F23 Mode request/response time difference

F10 Coefficient of variation of packet length F24 Variance of request/response time difference

F11 Skew from median packet length F25 Standard deviation of request/response time difference

F12 Skew from mode packet length F26 Coefficient of variation of request/response time difference

F13 Mean packet time F27 Skew from median request/response time difference

F14 Median packet time F28 Skew from mode request/response time difference
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that is, the change rate of the loss value of the generator g
function is bigger, the parameters of the discriminator should
be updated, while the parameters of the generator network
remain unchanged.

WCCGAN integrates the improved DBS method and
DPU method and proposes a dynamic strategy updating
learning algorithm as follows.

4. Experimental Evaluation

This section first briefly introduces the two databases in the
field of network traffic and the method of merging the two
databases. Then, the metrics used in the paper are defined.
Based on these measures, the experimental results are given,
and the performance of cognitive equivalence mechanism
and WCCGAN model under different parameters is evalu-
ated and compared with the related methods.

4.1. Experimental Data Set and Computer Environment. In
order to solve the problem of sparse sample of covert traffic
data set and the difference distribution between the covert
features of traffic and protocol cognitive features, this paper
integrates covert traffic data set and intrusion detection data
set. The data set CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020 comes from the
Canadian Cyber Security Institute (CIC) project funded by
the Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA). The
data set uses two methods: DOH protocol browser and
DNS tunnel tool to capture DOH traffic and non-DOH traffic
[52]. The data set gives rich time series characteristics and
related statistical characteristics of network traffic, which
can be used to simulate and test covert traffic, normal appli-
cation traffic, and other attack traffic.

In the aspect of covert channel functional equivalence,
CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020 DOH data set and kdd-cup99
data set are used as the experimental samples of covert ability
equivalence. The two types of data sets provide time interval
characteristics, stream byte rate characteristics, retransmis-
sion mode characteristics, and regular statistical characteris-
tics, as shown in Table 2.

In the cognitive equivalent level of legitimate protocol
application, the non-DOH data set in CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-

2020 is used as the experimental sample of normal protocol
cognitive ability. The data set contains a variety of protocol
applications and supports the analysis of legitimate protocol
application from the aspects of protocol usage characteristics,
channel traffic characteristics, payload capacity characteris-
tics, and protocol application characteristics, as shown in
Table 3.

In the experimental scheme, 20000 malicious DOH data
samples and 20000 non-DOH data samples are used to
reduce the impact of imbalanced data sets on training. The
training set consists of 10000 malicious DOH data samples
and 10000 non-DOH data samples, and the test set consists
of 10000 malicious DOH data samples and 10000 non-
DOH data samples. The above improvements are used to
verify the generalization ability of the model training and
the multidimensional comparative evaluation experiments
of other performance parameters.

WCCGANmodel and code are written based on Pytorch,
version 1.2.0. Pytorch provides a deep neural network for
tensor calculation and automatic derivation system with
powerful GPU acceleration capability. The related experi-
ments are carried out on Windows 10 system, which is con-
figured with 4-core 2.50GHz CPU and 16G memory.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics. Based on the widely used measure-
ment methods, this paper evaluates the quality of WCCGAN
generated traffic and the performance of the model itself and
compares the quantitative performance of different methods.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the equivalent
mechanism, the definition of detection rate is given, as shown
in formula (10) and formula (11).

FDR = NDFT
NIT

� �
× 100%, ð10Þ

CDR =
NDCT
NIT

� �
× 100%: ð11Þ

In the formula, NIT refers to the total number of input
traffic; NDFT and NDCT, respectively, indicate the number
of traffic with concealment ability and cognitive ability

Table 3: Feature vector table of cognitive feature data set.

Parameter Feature Parameter Feature Parameter Feature

F1 protocol_type F13 num_file_creations F25 diff_srv_rate

F2 Service F14 num_access_files F26 srv_diff_host_rate

F3 Flag F15 num_outbound_cmds F27 idst_host_count

F4 Land F16 is_hot_login F28 dst_host_srv_count

F5 wrong_fragment F17 is_guest_login F29 dst_host_same_srv_rate

F6 Urgent F18 Count F30 dst_host_diff_srv_rate

F7 Hot F19 srv_count F31 dst_host_same_src_port_rate

F8 num_failed_logins F20 serror_rate F32 dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate

F9 logged_in F21 srv_serror_rate F33 dst_host_serror_rate

F10 num_compromised F22 rerror_rate F34 dst_host_srv_serror_rate

F11 root_shell F23 srv_rerror_rate F35 dst_host_rerror_rate

F12 dst_host_rerror_rate F24 same_srv_rate F36 dst_host_srv_rerror_rate
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detected in the input traffic. The function equivalent detec-
tion rate (FDR) is used to evaluate whether the generated
traffic has the function of covert communication. The higher
the value is, the better the covert attribute is. Cognitive equiv-
alent detection rate (CDR) is used to evaluate whether the
generated traffic has cognitive characteristics. The higher
the value is, the better the validity of the corresponding
protocol is.

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the indistinguishability
between WCCGAN generated flow and real flow from the
flow level, in addition to Clustering Visualization on the dis-
tribution of feature space, two quantitative indicators, true
positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR), are also
used. TPR is the ratio of all samples that are actually normal
flow, which is correctly judged as normal flow, as shown in
formula (12). FPR represents the ratio of all actual counter
flow samples that are wrongly judged as normal flow, as
shown in formula (13).

TPR = TP
TP + FNð Þ , ð12Þ

FPR =
FP

FP + TNð Þ : ð13Þ

In order to evaluate the influence of dynamic parameter
updating algorithm and equivalent mechanism on the con-
vergence rate of WCCGAN model, the cross entropy
between generated traffic and dataset traffic samples is
defined, and its value reflects the quality and degree of model
convergence, as shown in equation (14).

H p, qð Þ = −〠p xð Þ ln q xð Þ: ð14Þ

4.3. Quality Evaluation of Generated Traffic

4.3.1. Distribution of Generated Traffic in Feature Space. In
order to intuitively display the distribution of various types
of traffic in the covert feature space and cognitive feature
space, t-SNE (t-Distributed stochastic Neighbor Embedding)
algorithm is used for visualization. The covert DOH traffic
and normal traffic in CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020 and kdd-
cup99 data sets are visualized in two dimensions, and its t-
SNE distribution is shown in Figure 4. Among them, yellow
and orange represent the functional and cognitive distribu-
tion of normal traffic, respectively, while purple and blue rep-
resent the functional and cognitive distribution of covert
DOH traffic, respectively. It can be seen that the two types
of traffic are far away in the distribution area of functional
equivalence and cognitive equivalence, and the degree of
aggregation is low, so they are easy to be separated and
classified.

Furthermore, the adversary traffic generated by
WCCGAN, normal traffic, and covert DOH traffic are visual-
ized by t-SNE in the same coordinate system, as shown in
Figure 5. Among them, yellow and pink represent the func-
tional and cognitive characteristics of normal flow, respec-
tively. Purple and blue represent the functional and
cognitive characteristics of hidden DOH traffic, respectively.

Red and green refer to the functional characteristics and cog-
nitive characteristics of generating confrontation samples,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5 that in terms of
functional equivalent feature distribution, the distribution
of generated adversary traffic samples and covert DOH traffic
are almost in the same area, with a high degree of coinci-
dence, but far away from the distribution of normal traffic;
in terms of cognitive equivalent feature distribution, the dis-
tribution of generated adversary traffic samples and normal
traffic is almost in the same area, with a good degree of coin-
cidence, but more distant from the distribution of covert
DOH traffic.

As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, WCCGAN model
can indeed generate a new type of traffic with both conceal-
ment ability and cognitive deception ability. It shows that
Gaussian mixture prior can help the model learn the implicit
variable space more clearly, and the fuzzy regions shared by
different types of samples are less. It should be noted that
the generated adversary traffic is not based on the simple
transformation of the traditional covert traffic in the behavior
level nor is it the functional transformation of the traditional
covert traffic, but a new covert traffic with cognitive decep-
tion function is synthesized from scratch.

4.4. Influence of Equivalent Mechanism on the Function of
Generated Traffic. In order to evaluate the effects of func-
tional equivalence and cognitive equivalence and their effects
on the model, the validity of the equivalence mechanism was
observed by dynamically adjusting the two equivalents. With
or without the functional equivalent and cognitive equiva-
lent, four groups of adversary traffic samples were obtained,
and the covert ability and cognitive deception ability of the
four groups of adversary traffic samples were tested.

As shown in Table 4, in the columns of “functional equiv-
alent” and “cognitive equivalent,” “×” indicates that the cor-
responding module has not been started in this line of test,
and “√” indicates that the corresponding module has been
started. It can be seen that the covert and cognitive detection
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Figure 4: Characteristic distribution of traffic samples in original
experimental data set.
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rates of generated adversary traffic are low without adding
functional equivalent and cognitive equivalent, which indi-
cates that the covert ability and cognitive deception ability
are poor. After adding functional equivalent and cognitive
equivalent, respectively, the detection rate of correspond-
ing ability was improved. By using two equivalent modules
at the same time, the generated adversary traffic samples
maintain both high covert detection rate and cognitive
detection rate.

These four groups of comparative experiments show that
there is a high correlation between the ability of concealment
and cognitive ability of generating adversary traffic. By intro-
ducing the equivalent mechanism, WCCGAN implements
an effective supervised learning, which enables the genera-
tion of adversary traffic to have the ability of concealment
and cognitive deception at the same time, thus verifying the
effectiveness of the new paradigm of covert traffic synthesis.

4.4.1. Indistinguishability Test of Generated Traffic. Accord-
ing to the ratio of 1 : 1, the generated flow and normal flow
are mixed into a group of flow, and the generated flow and
hidden DOH flow are mixed into another group of flow. In
the experiment, the mixed traffic is detected and classified,
and the classification results are used as the calculation data

of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) model. ROC curve
is a two-dimensional coordinate drawn by TPR and FPR.
Area under the curve (AUC) is defined as the area sur-
rounded by the lower part of the ROC curve, and its value
is between 0 and 1, indicating the differentiation of flow.
For the “random guess” classifier, the AUC value should be
close to 0.5.

The curve ROC1 and ROC2 are obtained through the
experiment of two groups of mixed flow, respectively, and
the results are shown in Figure 6. AUC of ROC1 is 0.57,
which indicates that WCCGAN model can generate traffic
which is difficult to distinguish from normal traffic in cogni-
tive ability. AUC of ROC2 is 0.58, which indicates that
WCCGAN model can generate traffic which is difficult to
distinguish from covert DoH traffic. Therefore, this experi-
ment further shows that the traffic generated by WCCGAN
is indistinguishable from the target traffic, which effectively
eliminates the behavioral and cognitive abnormalities of
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Figure 5: Characteristic distribution of generative adversary traffic samples.

Table 4: Effectiveness test of equivalent mechanism.

Functional
equivalence

Cognitive
equivalence

Performance
Detection
rate (%)

× ×
FDR 70.5

CDR 13.4

√ ×
FDR 87.0

CDR 15.4

× √
FDR 22.3

CDR 97.2

√ √
FDR 86.2

CDR 96.7
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Figure 6: Indistinguishability of generated traffic.
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covert traffic and achieves the purpose of privacy protection
and review evasion.

4.5. Performance of WCCGAN Model

4.5.1. DBS Performance Evaluation. In order to test the effect
of dynamic batch size (DBS) on the performance of
WCCGAN model, four experiments with different batch size
values and different λvalues were carried out with training
times of 50, 100, 150, and 200. Wasserstein Distance (WD)
andMaximumMean Diversity (MMD) were used to evaluate
the performance. The smaller the values of WD and MMD,
the better the performance of the model. The experimental
results are shown in Table 5.

In Table 5, when the batch size increases gradually, the
values of WD and MMD generally show a downward trend.
When the batch size value is 256 and the number of training
is 150, the MMD value becomes larger. When the batch size
value is 256 and the number of training is 200, the WD and
MMD values become larger. Thus, it can be seen that the
value of batch size does not mean that the larger the model
is, the better the effect will be. An optimal batch size for
model training is not fixed. In addition, different λvalues
have different effects on DBS. In the test, when the value of
λ is 1.5, the convergence effect of WCCGAN model is the
best. Therefore, the improved DBS method in this paper
shows better convergence than the fixed batch size method.

4.5.2. DPU Performance Evaluation. In order to evaluate the
impact of Dynamic Parameter Update (DPU) on the
WCCGAN model, a comparison was made with the tradi-
tional WGAN on the premise of keeping the network struc-
ture and initial parameters consistent. It is very important
to set the number of updates between the discriminator and
the generator. If the number of updates is too large or too
small, it will directly affect the gradient and then affect the
convergence of the model. In order to reduce the randomness
of parameter setting in the comparative experiment, four

groups of control experiments were designed according to
the general experience. In addition, the dynamic parameter
update strategy used byWCCGAN is evaluated in two differ-
ent ways: FID (French awareness distance) and NRDS (nor-
malized relative differential score). The total number of
training is 200, and the experimental results are shown in
Table 6.

nd and ng represent the fixed number of update steps of
discriminator and generator, respectively. The smaller the
value of FID, the better the performance of the model, while
the opposite is true for NRDS. As can be seen from Table 6,
compared with the first three WGAN using fixed update
strategy, WCCGAN using DPU strategy has smaller FID
value and larger NRDS value after the same number of train-
ing. It shows that DPU dynamically adjusts the parameter
update step value in the process of training, so that the model
training can achieve better results.

Table 5: Effect of various batch sizes on model performance.

BS\EM 64 128 256 DBS (λ = 1:0) DBS (λ = 1:5) DBS (λ = 2:0)
Epochs WD MMD WD MMD WD MMD WD MMD WD MMD WD MMD

50 68.8 0.432 48.1 0.124 47.9 0.113 76.8 0.445 48.5 0.123 70.3 0.543

100 69.2 0.437 50.4 0.137 46.6 0.132 65.3 0.512 43.2 0.142 78.5 0.452

150 76.7 0.446 57.2 0.147 52.9 0.149 63.2 0.456 42.5 0.119 73.2 0.342

200 78.4 0.449 53.2 0.136 54.7 0.158 59.6 0.467 42.7 0.245 71.3 0.326

Table 6: Performance comparison of models with different update strategies.

Time 50 100 150 200

Module FID NRDS FID NRDS FID NRDS FID NRDS

WGAN (nd = 3ng = 1) 156.274 0.20 126.257 0.21 90.257 0.21 78.997 0.21

WGAN (nd = 5ng = 1) 134.765 0.23 105.725 0.21 80.789 0.22 65.645 0.21

WGAN (nd = 10ng = 1) 170.832 0.22 157.987 0.24 134.413 0.25 115.879 0.22

WCCGAN (DPU) 81.924 0.35 67.567 0.34 57.876 0.32 44.112 0.36
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Figure 7: Comparison of the convergence ability with the related
models.
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4.5.3. Convergence Ability. In order to verify the influence of
the equivalent module on the convergence rate of WCCGAN
model, the equivalent module is removed and retained,
respectively, for experiments with other structures and
parameters unchanged, and the difference of training time
required to achieve the same sample quality is compared.
The quality and degree of convergence of the model are eval-
uated by calculating the cross entropy between the counter
flow samples and the data set samples. The training times
are taken as the abscissa and the cross entropy as the ordi-
nate. The results are shown in Figure 7.

In the figure, the equivalent module curve is the network
model with equivalent module, and the normal curve is the
network model without equivalent module. Compared with
the two curves, it can be seen that after adding the equivalent
module, the number of training times required to achieve the
same training effect is reduced, and the convergence ability of
the model is stronger. In addition, after adding the equivalent
module, the cross entropy of the same data sample size is
reduced compared with that without the equivalent module,
which shows that the utilization rate of experimental samples
is improved, and the sparse problem of experimental samples
is improved. The possible reason is that WCCGAN model
introduces normal traffic as cognitive prior knowledge and
establishes an equivalent constraint mechanism, which plays
an effective role in dimensionality reduction and model
training.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, cognitive deception is introduced into the game
research of covert communication, and a new framework of
covert communication, WCCGAN model, is proposed, and
the effectiveness of related technologies is verified. Relevant
experiments show that the equivalent mechanism and
dynamic strategy updating algorithm can effectively con-
strain the training of the model, and the generated traffic
can satisfy both behavioral concealment and cognitive con-
cealment, which improves the concealment of communica-
tion traffic in principle. The next work will further improve
the performance of the model, optimize the equivalent mech-
anism, and apply it to the adaptive synthesis of more types of
traffic.
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